
 

 
 

 
 

 

Sandart & Partners and Frank Advokatbyrå join forces   
Frank, with the partners Linda Landén, Mattias Erdös and Karl Guterstam as well as associates, will 
join Sandart & Partners on 1 July 2021. Frank’s team will further expand and strengthen Sandart & 
Partner’s practice within the media and energy sectors as well as commercial disputes.  

                         

It is two well renowned firms that unite their practices. 

Sandart & Partners is a business law firm that for more than half a century has represented clients in 
intellectual property matters within the areas of disputes and commercial contracts. The firm also 
advises on marketing law, competition law and regulatory matters. Sandart & Partners is 
continuously ranked as top tier in several international rankings and was recently recognized as 
follows in Chambers Europe 2021: "Outstanding litigation boutique with market-leading expertise 
across the IP spectrum". 

Over the last 15 years, Frank has established itself as a prominent specialist firm in the areas of 
dispute resolution as well as IP/media and energy related matters. 

Through the merger, Sandart & Partners adds five new lawyers to the firm which will bring the total 
number of employees to 32. 

In a comment, Jonas Näsman, Managing Partner at Sandart & Partners, says:  

”We are delighted that Frank’s team is joining us as both our firms share the same core values and 
goals which is a necessity for a merger to be successful. Also, our areas of expertise complement each 
other’s and we will therefore be able to provide our mutual clients with broader and better service.” 

Mattias Erdös, Managing Partner at Frank Advokatbyrå says: 

”We share the same vision and continue to believe in the competitive advantage of being a specialist 
firm. With the broader platform that this merger creates, we are firmly convinced that we jointly will 
be able to develop and extend the service to our clients.” 
 
For further information contact:  

Jonas Näsman   Mattias Erdös 
Managing Partner at Sandart & Partners  Managing Partner at Frank Advokatbyrå 
jonas.nasman@sandart.se   mattias.erdos@frank.se  
Mobile: +46 733 500 707   Mobile: +46 76 842 88 09 
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